Hello Friends of Grizzlies,

I hope you are all staying warm, as the Northern Rockies recovers from yet another major winter storm!

Here is my latest blog, “A Different Night of the Grizzlies,” that examines the lessons learned (or not), following the night 50 years ago in Glacier Park that witnessed the death of two people to grizzlies. The piece was published in the recent *Counter Punch* magazine. If you don’t know these guys, who are all about hard hitting journalism around the globe -- you should check out their site and consider subscribing!

Hello Friends of Grizzlies,

Here are some good talking points about the weird public comment process regarding the implications of the HSUS case that relisted wolves in the Great Lakes for Yellowstone grizzly bears:

And the *Jackson News and Guide* just published a great opinion piece by Andy Salter on why hunting grizzlies is a bad idea:

Visit our Website
In other news, the HeraldNet of Everett WA took exception to the order of Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke to stop the review process of the hundred thousand plus comments submitted on the restoration of grizzlies to the North Cascades:

And, this powerful editorial by the ever-vigilant Joel Connelly of the Seattle Post Intelligencer focuses on the major issues facing grizzlies in 2017, including the halt in N. Cascades grizzly recovery, the ban of the trophy hunt in BC, the delisting of grizzlies in Yellowstone, and the push to delist griz in the NCDE:

Here is an important message from Sam Jojola, ret. FWS law enforcement officer, in a recent piece in the PPG Gazette, on why conservation groups should do better in terms of pooling their efforts:

Finally, this Missoulian story discusses the implications of reduced grizzly bear protections in the draft Flathead Forest Plan:

Happy New Year to All, and onward to 2018!

For the bears,
Louisa